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Free Essays from Bartleby | Many affirmative action efforts have been made since the The people that defend it say that
the playing field is not level, and that.

Though, affirmative action provides many opportunities not otherwise provided for minorities, it does not
create a solution to the problem it was designed for. Affirmative Action is an action or policy designed to
protect specific groups who suffer from discrimination, and provide them with programs and special
opportunities. Applicants from certain minority groups often do not come to the admissions competition on
equal footing. Is Affirmative Action Fair? Affirmative action can be described as nothing more than a lower
educational standard for minorities. Lipset, S. Affirmative Action was a great starter for equality in the work
place. It is a system of quotas forced upon American businesses and working class by the federal government.
Not only would this apply to minorities but to women as well. O'Connor Ed. Affirmative Action Question:
Newton and Wasserstrom seem to disagree about whether affirmative action is a form of reverse
discrimination. Those leaders argued persuasively that the strength of our military and the competitiveness of
our business sector require employees who have experienced diversity on campuses and acquired the essential
skills they need to operate in the world. The preferential treatment linked with affirmative action solely on
race is advantageous to some people but disadvantage to other even if they merit getting certain positions or
admission, which is not fair to societal ideals. This paper will discuss the different viewpoints regarding
affirmative action Affirmative action is still needed because America does not have enough equality and
diversity. Reports have shown that minorities have faced discrimination in schools and businesses for many
years, which have created unfair advantages for whites and males in education and employment. Realizing its
past mistake of discriminating against African Americans, women, and other minority groups; the state has
legalized and demanded institutions to practice what many has now consider as reverse discrimination. In ,
President Lyndon B. Many people believe that affirmative action is wrong and I have heard many arguments
referring to it from people of different races While affirmative action opponents are fond of reducing the
debate to racial identity, universities define diversity quite broadly in practice and look across the range of
human experience, talent and identity to compose an incoming class. In light of that historical reality and the
dynamics that remain in our culture, evaluate the contemporary strategy of affirmative action for minorities to
bring about more fairness in hiring and promotion practices. For years Affirmative Action has tried to level the
laying field, but its black field workers are still being oppressed. Picture this: you worked your butt off the
entire way through high school and earned a 4. With the right to a trial and an attorney those accused also have
a right to bring up a defense in justifying or excusing their actions. Have they been reaping the benefits of
affirmation action. However affirmative action is more than allowing blacks and whites and any other
minorities attend the same school. The free market system seem to be blind on instances of color and gender,
hence elements of racism and discrimination are uncommon. For almost fifty years Former President Lyndon
B. Tim's qualifications were hard to beat, with a book and many other writings to his credit. These policies are
under attack today because of the unfairness toward the more qualified people. For the reason that affirmative
action is an ethical issue, several questions have been raised on whether or not it enhances fairness in the
system during admission process. A law which forces people to look at race before looking at the individual
cannot promote equal opportunity. Designed to address the issue of inequality in American society,
affirmative action is a number of programs and policies designed to give women and racial minorities more
opportunities in education and the job market. After all, who wants to argue for unequal or discriminatory
treatment of college applicants? Affirmative action has been promoted by the Federal government since the
mid 's, when president Lyndon B. The term affirmative action has been the center of national debate in the
recent history with liberals, both black and white, arguing that affirmative action levels the playing field and
makes up for historical prejudice and discrimination.


